Problems with the scientific quality ofreview articles Empirical evidence of problems with review articles is not lacking. Mulrow identified 50 review articles published in 1985-6 and assessed how they performed against eight criteria (table  I) . 6 Only one review satisfied as many as six of the criteria. Antman et al looked at the recommendations of clinical experts (in review articles and textbook chapters) in the acute treatment and secondary prevention of myocardial infarction.7 Using the technique of "cumulative meta-analysis", they used evidence from randomised controlled trials to calculate retrospectively the apparent odds ratios of benefit associated with particular treatments in particular years. They identified important discrepancies between the experts' recommendations and what might have been known from systematic reviews and concluded that clinical experts needed access to better databases and new statistical techniques. Another conclusion must be that readers would make more accurate inferences ifthey could assess reviews' scientific quality.
What is "a review"? Journal editors have been reluctant to introduce structured abstracts for review articles, even though this would make it easier for readers to assess them. One reason is the sense that this is overkill. One would not, surely, expect readers to assess book reviews for their scientific quality? Part of the problem lies with the word "review" itself, which has many meanings. One suggested by the Concise Oxford Dictionary is relevant here: "general survey or reconsideration of subject or thing" .8 But health care reviews of this sort are not homogeneous; they span a spectrum, from those that describe a wide range of topics to those that attempt to answer a precise question. This article, for instance, is an unsystematic review that advances an argument-that the scientific quality of review articles needs asessing-rather than one that tries to synthesise evidence in a systematic way. Does the same straitjacket need to be imposed on all reviews?
No: but readers do need to be able to assess the scientific quality, and so the reliability and usefulness, of any review article, whether it is called a review, an editorial, or a consensus statement. They can be helped in this by strutured abstracts and checklists (for example tables I and II). Just as important is improving the quality of reviews themselves, something that will be helped by the development ofthe Cochrane Collaboration. This has been catalysed by the establishment of the UK Cochrane Centre in 1992,2 the main purpose of 4 Was the validity of the primary studies assessed? 5 Was the assessment of the primary studies reproducible and free from bias? 6 Was variation in the findings of the relevant studies analysed? 7 Were the findings of the primary studies combined appropriately?
Ruairidh Milne, Larry Chambers which is to facilitate systematic, up to date reviews of randomised controlled trials of health care, such as those already conducted in the fields of pregnancy and childbirth.9 Together, these developments-of higher quality reviews and of readers better able to assess their quality-suggest that reviews in the future will have a major impact on knowledge, practice, and policy in health services.
